
FUMC ESL Low Intermediate Lesson   More Pronunciation Rules


Rule 3: The vowels A, E, O and U usually say their name (have the long sound) at the beginning 
or end of a syllable. Examples: apron, go, three, unit, bee, enough, buffalo, hero, evening, elect, 
potato, volcano, over, obey, open, agree, acorn, use.   Tiger: the first syllable ends in I and says 
its name. Baby: the first syllable ends in A and says its name. Paper: the first syllable ends in A 
and says its name. 


Pronounce these words. Divide them into syllables and tell if the vowel at the beginning or end 
of the syllable says its name.


But if an E appears at the end of a word it is silent. Examples: piece, come, hike, give, awake, 
knife.


The bad news: There are very many exceptions to these rules. Tell which of these word pairs 
are the EXCEPTION and which one follow the rule.


Underline the words where the first or ending vowel says its name.


My agent is asking me to agree about the price.

In the evening, the bee eats all the egg.

Please open the gate and ease the buffalo out.


Rule 4: O has a long sound as in hope and a short sound as in hop. But O can also sound like 
a short U in words like company, London and Monday. Words with OA are almost always 
pronounced with a long O sound. In other words the O says its name. EX: boat, loaf, toast. The 
one exception to this rule is "broad" which has the short O sound. (Broad means wide.)


Note: OW also says O  in most words. EX: row, bowl, snow, pillow, yellow


But there  are many exceptions to the OW rule. Pronounce these words and tell which ones do 
not have the long O sound.


final bugle broken dinosaur equator hero item

legal menu pilot radio secret silent total

elephant or eel uncle or use arm or about cafe or safe coffee or rise energy or eat

ankle or aloud us or use egg or enough animal or alive alligator or aid rigid or 
rhinocerous

rope crown show float come done down

home grown groan whole hole town owl

bone soap month howl soap crowd blow



Work with a partner. Write the word that matches each definition:


1. __________________ something a queen wears

2. __________________ use it to get clean

3. __________________ lots of people

4. __________________ push out air

5. __________________ thirty days

6. __________________ where you live

7. __________________ all of something

8. __________________ a bird that says whoooo

9. __________________ not sink

10. __________________ finished

11. __________________ opposite of up

12. __________________ opposite of hide

13. __________________ small city

14. __________________ not a child

15. __________________ sound made when in pain


Practice these silly tongue twisters with the letter O.


Discuss:

1. Do you follow astrology? Do you know what sign you are (Leo, Capricorn, Libra)? Do you 
read your horoscope each day? Do you believe it is true?  

2. A chaperone is a person who goes along with someone to look after them.  In your culture is 
it OK for young girls be out on a date with boys without a chaperone?


Open the boat and put 
in the goat. Let's hope 
we float!

Throw the tomato and 
potato into the volcano.

The pony looks phony. Hello, said Leo. See my 
video of Mexico.

Antonio drove his auto 
over Marco's big toe.

Ricardo and Roberto 
mowed with a mower.

Hoho, let's go to Ohio. What lingo did the 
gringo speak?

An ogre ate the oats. 
The oats were okay. So 
the ogre ate the okra.

Long ago I played the 
bongo and banjo.

The seeds are sown, 
the crows have flown, 
I'm all alone with no 
chaperone.

That rhino can tiptoe 
through the snow. Take 
a photo!


